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SMS has been the gold standard for texting for a long time. Most cell phone plans just give them away in unlimited possibilities these days, and it's dead easy to use. Thus, there are many applications that can send and receive SMS and MMS messages. Some are heavy with lots of pizzazz, and some are
light only with basics. All you need, we think we have you covered by the top 10 SMS apps for Android! Chomp SMS Price: Free Chomp SMS is a relic in the world of Android. It's been around since Eclair and FroYo, and it's been known as one of the two best SMS replacement apps. It is still wildly
popular today and for good reason. There is a support theme that lets you make your text messages look like you want it to look like. Included are also over 800 emojis, widgets, quick response pop-ups, and even SMS blocking if you're tired of getting texts out of a number. If you need something with lots
of theming options, this is one of the best options out there for you. Beware, however, it's a bit bloated. Get it now on Google Play! EolveSMS Price: Free to Buy in-app EvolveSMS is a long-popular text app with lots of good features. One of its distinctive features is the ability to swipe between
conversations, making texting with more people easier than pressing a back button and then choosing another conversation. It also has Android Wear support, password support for security, customizable notifications and more. In the app, buying is essentially just buying a pro version. Get it now on
Google Play! Handcent Next SMS Price: Free as Chomp SMS, Handcent is another text app that has been around and popular since the good old days. Handcent is packed with features including theme support, built-in spell check, password protection for individual conversations to keep prying eyes
away, group chat, and more. You can also back up texts, send eCards, and have support for many languages. It's a solid option, but like ChompSMS, it's a bit bloated. Get it now on Google Play! Google Messenger's Price: Free Google Messenger is Google's stock of text apps that you'll find on the latest
Nexus devices. It's a simple SMS app without a lot of extra features, making it a good option for those looking for something less bloated. It comes with a full blown Material Design that looks just fine and there are a few extra features such as text search, SMS locking, sharing location, and audio
messages. It's a well-rounded app that looks good. It's also totally freeGet Now on Google Play! GO SMS Pro Price: Free with in-app shopping GO SMS Pro has been around for a while, but has undergone several complete redesigns since then. Their latest, named GO SMS Pro 7, has been revamped
with a full material design along with a small number of features that have made this app so so for many years. You will find theming, a private window where only you can read your messages, double SIM support, delayed dispatch, and you can even use the GO chat, which is a built-in, non-SMS
messaging service. This is a good option and has been for a long time. Get it now on Google Play! KSMSPrice: Free with in-app shopping (KSMS) is a lesser known but very good option for text messages. It comes with a tangible design that looks clean and awesome. You'll also find additional features
such as over 200 themes, night mode, quick response support, Android Wear support, text search, and even built-in protection from Stagefright. It's completely open source and all the features come in a free version, so you don't have to buy anything. It's good and it's getting better. Get it now on Google
Play! Signal Private Messenger Price: Free Signal Private Messenger is actually a messaging service akin to Google Hangouts, WhatsApp, or Facebook Messenger. However, it uses a phone number system to find people, and if these people don't have a signal then it just sends regular SMS, which is
kind of cool. The signal focuses on security and has all-to-end encryption in place to prevent powers that will be from surveillance. To get complete security, both people have to use the signal, but it also works very well as a standalone text app. It's also free, open source, and supports phone calls as well.
Get it now on Google Play! Textra SMS Price: Free / $2.89 Textra SMS initially made headlines as one of the first applications to fully embrace the new material design and its popularity has only increased since then. This rocks a very trendy dark theme with fully customizable color accents. You can also
choose the color of the icon if you want, which is kind of cool. It has decent features when it comes to text messages, including over 1,600 emojis, slide to delete (or call), 21 size text, SMS blocking and blacklist, scheduled SMS and MMS sending (big for birthdays!), and light mode if you want to go
brighter. This solid texting app is worth your time. Get it now on Google Play! YAATA SMS Price: Free with in-app shopping YAATA SMS is an up-and-coming text application that strikes a lot of correct chords. It uses material design with both light and dark themes, which are always a plus. It also
includes the ability to send all kinds of MMS files, delivery reports, send delays, and more. If you go premium, you also text blocking, auto-response, and automatic rewinding. It looks good, works well, and most features are in the free version. Get it now on Google Play! The zero SMS Price: Free with In-
App Purchase zero SMS has managed to fly under the media radar for a long time, but has so far managed to pick up over five million downloads to date. This includes a standard material design along with a small file size (Google Play says 2.7MB), dual SIM support, various different different and
emoticons to choose from, and BLOCK SMS along with spam filtering. It's a nice little SMS app with some unique features and manages not to feel bloated like others. Get it now on Google Play! Related best app lists: If we missed any of the best SMS apps for Android, tell us about them in the
comments! To see our full list of the best lists of apps, click here. Text messages are some of the most popular ways to communicate around the world. It's quick, easy to do, and it doesn't require you to pause what you do, like phone calls do. We understand that many people still prefer the human touch
to talk on the phone, and we respect that. However, let's face the facts, most people are texting these days. Let's look at the best text apps and SMS apps for Android. This space hasn't changed all that much in the last year or two so many of these apps are still the best, even if they aren't the newest.
Android MessagesChomp SMSFacebook MessengerHandcent Next SMSMood MessengerPulse SMS-CSSSINAL Private MessengerTextra SMSYaata SMSMace: FreeAndroid Message is a free text app from Google. In terms of features, Android Messages keeps it light. You'll have some easy theme
options, some organization and backup features, and a decent search feature. The design is entirely material design. This means that it looks good and it is easy to use. Google also has big plans for this app, including RCS support along with other neat features. It also has a web version for texting on
your computer. However, it's a pretty significant battery discharge, so it's a hit-or-miss kind of feature. Chomp SMSPrice: Free with in-app purchasesChomp SMS has been around since the good old days of Android and was one of the very first, really good third-party text apps. Since then, it has evolved
into an app that embraces material design, with many features. Some of these include emoticons, SMS blocking, quick response in notifications, MMS and group messages. You can even stop text in the middle of the send if necessary. It also comes with support for Android Wear and Pushbullet. There
are many other customization features if you want them. Facebook MessengerPrice: Free We'll be honest with you. Facebook Messenger is not a great app. It uses a ton of battery, storage and RAM. It also has ads. However, chances are that you have on your device. Facebook has tons of users and it's
likely you keep it around because you have those loved ones that just don't switch to something better. If you're going to have it around, you might as well include it with SMS support. So you can kill two birds with one stone. It has satisfactory SMS integration if it helps. This is not the best option when it
comes to text apps. It's one of the most convenient though, and it'll subtract one app from the app drawer if you're already using Facebook Facebook The next SMSPrice: Handcent, along with Chomp SMS, were the first two really good, very popular third-party text apps available on Android. Much like
Chomp SMS, Handcent is a powerful and heavy texting application with a ton of features. Some of these include topics, a privacy box for storing private conversations, SMS backups, eCards, emoticons, and more. One of the most interesting features is Handcent Anywhere, which allows you to text on
your computer and tablet if you want. These have had their ups and downs in terms of errors, but it's usually pretty solid. Mood MessengerPrice: Free/$10.99 once/$1.99 per month/$10.99 per yearMood Messenger is an above average SMS app. It does all the usual things like text messages, MMS,
themed, emoticons, and other basics. You'll also get a dark mode, a blacklist for spam messages, and more. The premium version is one $10.99 payment or subscription model. It includes backup and recovery, SMS encryption, more themes, and a privacy locker to keep people off. The premium version
is a bit expensive, but it's a positive overall experience for most. Pulse SMSPrice: Free/$10.99/$0.99 per monthPulse SMS is one of the most unique text apps on the list. It's like any standard SMS app for the most part. However, there is also a rear end that will allow you to text from your computer, tablet
and other devices. In addition, it also supports dual sim devices, blacklists of phone numbers, backup messages and more. Here's how it works. The texting app part of this is completely free. Those who want to also text with PCs, tablets, etc. can either pay $0.99 per month or a lifetime fee of $10.99. It's
a good way to kill two birds with one stone. KSMSPrice: Free/Additional In-App Shopping is one of the simplest and best SMS apps. It's open source and it's always a nice touch. In addition, the app comes with a bunch of features. Some of these include privacy features such as blacklisting, Android Wear
support, and even some excellent availability features. Use, as you would expect. It's not going to blow your mind, but its simplicity is appreciated given how heavy some text apps can get. It's free without advertising. There are some additional in-app purchases as donations as well. Signal Private
MessengerPrice: FreeSignal Private Messenger is actually a messaging app just like Hangouts, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, and others. The difference is that this one features to the end of encryption, and it was a favorite of many people who value security. He also on the phone number system,
and if your contact doesn't have an app, it just sends a text message. We loved how seamless that function is. It's easy to use, looks great with a tangible design, and it's totally free to use without in-app purchases. It's also open source, supports group chats, and it even make your phone phone
Free/$2.99Textra SMS is one of the hardest text apps on the list. This popular and very stylish SMS app is also one of the highest rated on the list. It comes with a theme collector (you choose colors yourself), dark mode, floating notifications, delays sending, slide to remove, and a host of other features. It
also comes with direct support for Android Wear, Pushbullet, MightyText and others. You can use most of the features for free. There is one purchase in the app for $2.99 to unlock the pro version. Yaata SMSPrice: Free with in-app purchasesYAATA SMS is one of the few up and coming text apps that
are really good. It has a bunch of features, including group chat support, scheduled messages and full MMS support. If you buy a premium version, you'll also get an SMS blacklist, an answering machine, automatic fast-forward, and the ability to back up and restore settings in case you buy a new device.
It uses a material design and it looks pretty good. It also comes with widgets, and it even has a chat head similar to Facebook Messenger. There are some errors, but most of them are not serious. If we missed any of the best text apps and SMS apps tell us about them in the comments! Comments!
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